
   Which HEP Information Sytstem do you use the most? arXiv -> Why?

- Convenience of regular selective mailing

- Reasonable search facility

BUT: USER UNFRIENDLY NEW NUMBERING SYSTEM!!

 I am reading every morning which new titles and abstracts appeared.

I would have ticked on also SPIRES which I use nearly as frequently to look up papers.

- organized well

- structured well 

- easy tool of search

- large number of fields covered in HEP physics with an extension to the associate topics.

- excellent tool for daily updates in a field.

- organized well

- structured well

- easy tool of search

- large number of fields covered in HEP physics with an extension to associate topics.

- excellent tool for daily updates in a HEP fields

- Quality of articles. 

- Almost all of the relevant literature in my field can be found here.

 Systematic classification and regularly renewed. 

 to see the arXiv eprints on daily basis.

  Daily updated information

Availability and information on new preprints.

Convenience. I also use Spires

I go through the new papers posted every week day in arXiv. I also use SPIRES heavily. 

It has all the papers I am interested in.

To keep track of developments in my research area.

To read preprints.

(this is a strange question to begin the survey, because it does not indicate much careful 

thought)

arXiv is essential to keep up with and to contribute to research in HEP, etc.

SPIRES is essential for locating older items, for names, etc.

For outside HEP and also as a complement search tool, and for searching for scientist's 

1) email summary

2) Simple web interface (no eye candy)

3) Both PDF and PS versions typically of papers

4) Simple to find papers of interest (i.e. cataloging)

1. Because the "new" option.

2. Because it also includes math, I frecuently use.

1. For daily postings via email.

2. Since all papers can be found there, also before they appear in a journal.

3. Since there is free access.

4. Since I can download figure files from the source.



1. Systematic read-through (about twice a week); downloading

1. to keep current with the latest papers in my field.

2.  to access past papers in a quick and convenient way.

3.  to track citation information

Access easily to scientific information

Access to full text article

Actually I probably use arXiv and Spires about equally.

All relevant articles are here and are posted daily.

all the new papers appear there first.

All the papers I read are on the arXiv.

all the papers in my field first appear in the arXiv.

Allows to follow new publications in my field

Almost all papers I want to see are on the arXiv

Almost all the papers are found which are not avilable to acess from Journals.

arXiv and its derivative Eprintweb Beta are of great use to my crew. The daily updates from 

Eprintweb provide a continuing source of information. Please be advised that I accessed this 

arXiv gives exactly what I need: Information on the most important news on my field every 

arXiv has a variety of overlapping subjects, unlike SPIRES, and leads directly

to an accessible full text. Google, Google Scholar are useful but frequently lead to

irrelevant or inaccessible sources.

arXiv is now a day the central repository for all recent papers, at least I hope that this is true, 

i.e. all authors in various domain of physics and astronomy send their paper to the arXiv. 

Personally I encourgare all my colleagues to send their work to the arXiv. 

arXiv is the main repository of papers. The others are mainly  search engines, useful of 

course, but on a different level. I didn't know of CDS and I plan to start using it. Google 

arXiv is the only system I am savvy with.

arXiv provides a very current and very complete set of preprints.

arXiv send me list of HEP preprints by e-mail every day.

arXiv sent by E-mail

Arxiv: daily email.  SPIRES for search.

arXiv: easy to access and easy tools to search for my research puposes. For general purpose I 

Arxiv: to see everyday the new papers

Spires: to look for papers

As the corresponding author for all physics-journal submissions the PHENIX experiment at 

RHIC, I simultaneously post our p+p collision manuscripts to the hep-ex arXiv (or the nucl-ex 

for nuclear-collsion manuscripts).  Correspondingly, I search the arXiv for related work from 

automatic notification of new preprints by e-mail

availability of most papers I'm interested in

Availability of the most recent information

available most of the time and free

because

Because all know that all relevant papers I find we'll be available to read.

Because all the papers I need are usually there.

Because almost everyone posts their articles there,

Because arXiv gives access to several fields, and not only HEP related topics.

Because basically everything in my field (string theory) is published there, and most 

importantly it is free, open and accessible to everyone. I would use SPIRES because I like the 

Because every day I receive from the arXiv the list of new papers by e-mail, and I used the 

Because here I get the up-to-date advances in HEP and related areas.



Because I am interested mostly in the latest papers and because i can get most of the old 

because I am used to it 

Because I am used to...

Because I can access everyday to the latest works in the area.

Because I can found very recent publications early

Because I can obtain the latest results of researches. 

Because I can see everyday the new papers

Because I consult the hep-th preprints from Monday to Friday, every week.

Because I happen to come across articles with arXiv numbers most often.

Because I have access to original papers every day, and it is  a great database

Because I look daily at the new submissions

Because I need to be updated on new preprints related to my work.

The arXiv provides access to abstracts and full manuscripts online, and the preprints are 

Because I often check for new papers in my research area. That is to my knowledge easiest 

because i want to stay updated with current research

Because it contains all papers of relevance for theory, is easy to use. Cannot be done better!

because it corresponds to my needs, and is easier to find some papers.

because it has the information i need

Because it has the most up-to-date papers.

because it is easy to access and download of any paper is easy.but endorsement of paper 

submission is hactic as i wish to upload my paper on arxiv from last 9 months but to whom i 

because it is good and simple

Because it is open and it contains most of the papers I ever need.

In the odd circumstances when I need something older I use MathSciNet or Spires, depending 

Because it is pretty simple to use, you get very fresh information and the finder is well 

Because it is referenced very often.

Because it is the source of almost all the articles in my area.

Because it is updated daily, and contains most of the information which I need.

Because it keeps me up-to-date with current research results

because it offers the imformation about the newest progress in physics research.

Because it's the only one I know how to use.

because most papers wind up there

Because of high efficiency and easy to use

Because of keeping day to day updates of the main scientific works going on in my field and 

Because one can download the text quickly

Because pre-prints are often referenced by hep-ex number, which is simple to type into arxiv. 

Because the arXiv number is commonly quoted as a reference.

because there are most usefull informations for my investigate

because there I know how to check the latest papers in my research topic

because they have the actual papers

Because this is a perfect collection of HEP preprints.

because this system is up todate and easy available

Because, it provides a daily updated list of preprints, that is extremely important for my 

Becouse it gives informations of physical news

Becouse it is easy to search and have a lot of goods preprints

Best coverage, best search

best system, well organized and peer approved articles only, no trash articles.

better known

better known

Bibliography



bibliography of mostly hep (ex and ph)

I use all systems except CDS (I am presntly w.o an account at cern)

Big source of information

both spires and arxiv are equally good, the former is better for old papers but the latter is 

broad coverage, also of nucl papers

Browse recent preprints of interest

Browse the new article appearing in arXiv daily

browsing and reading new preprints, submission of my own articles.

Browsing through e-prints everyday 

Downloading the papers of interest

By that is a list of preprints brought up to date daily. 

Can search in abstract. Fast. Only show papers in one category.

Check daily preprints in hep-ph and hep-th

Check daily preprints. Also to access older papers

Check daily the new articles.

Check for activety in the field

Check hep preprints every day.

check it everyday for new papers

Check new papers

check new papers every day

find old papers

check new papers that are posted

check out new posted papers daily

Checking daily new abstracts in hep-th

Checking out new preprints every day

checking the daily papers.

Compared to SPIRES, I find it easier to access, and easier to search.

Compared to Google, I understand better the nature and completeness of the results I get.

I am not familiar with CDS.

Comprehensive, meets my needs

comprehensiveness within pysics

confidence in it

consult articles

Contains (almost) all the papers of the last 10-15 years. It is easier to use than SPIRES, 

contains all new articles

contains almost all i need

Contains daily contributions in high energy physics

which later become published papers

contains everything and is up-to-date

Contains most of interesting papers

Contains most of the papers I consult, in particular all new papers.

Contains new preprints

Contains or has links to most of the preprints/papers that I require.

content

Convenience

convenience

convenience

convenience -- but i am aslo using increasingly google schoalr

and it may supersede arxiv.



convenience and utility.

Convenience for new preprints

convenience in terms of seeing new abstracts

Convenience!

convenience. most papers appear on arXiv and appear their first

Convenience. SPIRES runs a close second to my use of arXiv

Convenient

convenient and complete

convenient and fairly complete in hep-th

Convenient and very current. easily accesible.

convenient to get updates daily

Convenient to see what is going on in HEP.

convenient, immediate 

Convenient, rapid, most of the publications I am interested in appear there first

convenient-well documented-daily post-linked to spires

Coverage of all recent articles

currency

daily abstracts

Daily abstracts of essentially all research in string theory.

daily check of new preprints

Daily check of new publications

daily complete list of new work&their correcdted versions

Daily digest of abstracts delivered by email

Daily email

Daily email listing of all new papers

Daily email of new submissions and a direct link to papers of interest

daily info

Daily list of new papers

Daily listing of new articles.

daily listings

Daily listings are the most important feature. Most up to date.

Daily mailing

daily mailing of new preprints allows me to keep up to date with new results

Daily mailings of new articles.

daily overview over new preprints

Daily paper listing by hep-xx/ 

Daily papers

daily postings divided conveniently into hep-th, hep-ph, etc.

daily RSS feeds

Daily survey of papers

daily update

daily update

daily update in one click.

for searching, I use spires. 

daily updates

Daily updates of newly submitted preprints.  Also a ready source for papers previously posted.   

I subscribe to the daily hep-ph listings via e-mail and find it convenient to extract and save 

dayly updates, but I use spires almost as much

Depends on the use. I must say I use all of them (including google). Search of old papers 

usually go via google scholar, astro-ph stuff to arXiv, bibliography/publication database with 

Spires, and some missing items in Spires are taken from CDS.

direct access to articles



direct access to pdf without any hassles

direct, fast, complete

but I also use SPIRES a lot

Displays the latest papers everyday.

Division by subject makes it easier to browse. I haven't tried Google Scholar yet. 

ease of use

Ease of use when searching, as well as daily emails of new content matching my criteria for 

Ease of use, coverage of my interests.

Ease of use, up-to-date information, links to other sites

ease of use.

ease of using interface

easier access, current information

Easier to browse. More up-to-date

Easier to search than SPIRES.  Has all of the latest articles, and links to the SPIRES entries if I 

need to find journal references.  The difference between journal and preprint versions are 

easiest to find today's new publications.

Easiest to search; fastest to return queries.

easiest way to keep current on HEP research.

easy

easy access

easy access

easy access and simple

easy access to HEP papers

Easy access to latest research and reviews

easy access to latest results

easy access to preprints

Easy access to relevant material, no charges

Easy access, almost all sent the papers to arxiv and thus one get to see the papers even 

Easy access.

easy and fairly complete

easy and focused

Easy and up-to-date

Easy downloads of papers

Easy of use

easy preprint access

uptodate info

easy to access

easy to access

easy to access. SPIRES regularly keeps me out because it keeps accusing me of being a robot, 

Easy to find fresh papers.

Easy to find preprints and then articles

Easy to find, view papers/preprints.

eASY TO KEEP TRACK OF THE LATEST PUBLICATIONS

easy to use

easy to use 

easy to use as no subscriptions 

easy to use

broad topics

immediate availability

Easy to use, and allows access to papers in a number of different fields as soon as they are 

Easy to use, many mirrors, email distribution, commonly used by everyone.



easy with E-mail new

Easy, fast, updated, reliable, free, unrestricted 

email me new articles abstract.

eprints are rapider than publications

esay to work

Every article I need is available through it, easy searching, versions often updated beyond 

Everybody (pre)publishes there.

everything is in one place. Things are easy to find.

Familiarity

familiarity

familiarity, easy accessibility of all papers

fast and convenient

Fast and simple

fast to search

updated every day

community standard

Faster and better

Fastest access to new preprints

Fastest access to the original text

fastest most complete semireliable content

Finding articles.

Finding references of published works (unfortunately it is no longer

provided in the new version of the arxiv!) and getting articles.

focused

for articles-preprints available there

For checking what new papers are put out every morning.

for it's archive

For my area of research it is the best for recent articles. for older articles it is best to use 

For preprints. 

For reading papers before its pubblication.

for recent topics

For resent information

For the daily preprints.

For the New and Recent sections associated to daily submission. Easy search form.

For the full-text download of papers published after the mid 90's.

for this is categorised

free and same quality journals 

Free of charge and most widely used.

fresh preprints every day

friendly, updated

From the arXiv starting site, one click is needed to go to the newly submitted articles.

Full text of articles available and the others just link to arXiv anyway (I don't know CDS).

full text of preprints

Spires is a close second, and often used as a preambel to arXiv

Also for older material, Spires is top

Get daily notices of new papers.

Get paper info quick in a group, easy to get article.

get papers and references

get used to it, and easy to find what I want

getting a daily listing vis email.

good browsability and has up to date information



Good classification and simple inteface.

Good overview of recent research.

good search interface

got used to it

habit

habit

Habit with google a close second, especially for math related material.

Habit, since it was the first system that I learned.

habit, SPIRES seems clunky if more far-reaching

Habit. I check the arXiv every night around 8:00 EST to see what new papers have appeared. 

Has almost everything I need

Has also math-ph, math.QA, ...

fast, transparent, extensive.

I am finding the full text of preprints 

I am interested in discoveries of new particles, mesons and baryons; that's where they appear 

I am mostly looking for new papers

I am no longer really active in HEP research, but receiving the HET 

abstracts each morning keeps me vaguely aware, and once in a while

I find a paper I want to read

I am used to since 1980s

I can do "key word" searches in abstracts.

I can find most articles I am interested in, preprints, drafts, etc.

I can find papers I am interested in

I can find the most recently preprints.

Easy to find a preprint by its author,number or key words.

It's free.

i can find whatever i need

I can get the mostly new manuscript.

I can see the daily postings.

Second, I use SPIRES since it is a very reliable way to search for papers.

Google is not useful in this respect since it does not return ordered information.

I can view daily contributions of preprints.

I check arXiv daily for new submissions.  For seeking more-than-day-old papers I use SPIRES, 

I check daily the new preprints, and open my browser with

arXiv

I check every morning the new articles. It is mandatory to be kept up-to-date.

I check the most recent preprints daily - for older articles I prefer to use SPIRES, to find the 

I do find most of the research articles of my current research interest available easily there. 

I feel as though it is most complete.  I use CDS when ever looking specifically for CERN based 

I find all of the experimental collaborations I need to pay attention to post here.

I find faster the relevant information I'm looking for.

I find it the most convenient and accessible system, at least for papers that were written after 

I follow it daily to see what people have done.

I get a short synopsis weekly

I get daily updates

I get to see what papers are coming out

I have already sent to arXiv some articles pending their

publication in Phys. Rev. A and Vir. Jour. of Ultra-fast Science

I have already sent to arXiv some articles pending their

publication in Phys. Rev. A and Vir. Jour. of Ultra-fast Science

I have fast access to new articles



I have found t to be the most helpful and doesnt contain ads like google

I have links to new preprints already, so use this system to access and read them

I have long history using arXiv. I got e-mail notice regularly about new articles. Naturally 

when I found something interesting it is mostly from arXiv. Should I want to search for 

I have not possibility to read scientific journals

i have used it more than 10 years, if it can be an any explanation

I know only this and it is very convenient for me.

I like to keep track of the daily pre-prints

I look at new abstracts in my field every day -- arXiv mailings and daily listings make this 

I mostly use ArXiv because this is where papers appear, so I must

use ArXiv essentially every morning.  However, if I am searching

for a paper, my first stop is usually SPRES, not arxiv, precisely

because Spires has a global reach and is not limited to a particular

arxiv subclass or generally not even a particular field (i.e., SPIRES

includes nuclear, astrophysics, etc.)

I never tried the other systems, arXiv has more than enough information to keep me reading 

i now how to use it, and always found anything that y needed

I obtain every day the newly published abstracts on my screen

I prefer this system to my secondary (Google) in that the information is more frequently of 

I read the abstracts of the preprints which are posted every day.

I read the arxiv every day to see the new papers in my area.

I read the daily update of new papers/preprints.

I read the new preprints on arXive every day. However, if you mean which system I use the 

I read the papers submitted to arXiv almost everyday to know what other colleagues are 

I receive a daily listings of the preprints by email.

I receive and read the daily listings of hep-ph and hep-ex, and directly access most interesting 

I received always their information about new publications.

I regularly submit to it and I can access any paper there keeping me up to date.

I started reading(as a hobby)  arXiv/astro-ph daily 5 yrs ago, so I've been looking at hep-ex, 

I started using this one and found no need to change -

so maybe out of ignorance?

I try do not miss any paper related with double beta decay for updating my (with Yuri 

I try to scan the arXiv every day for new articles.

I use arXiv everyday to get information of the latest preprints. I think most of the people in 

I use daily to see new eprints.

I use it daily to see the released papers in 

astro-ph

hep-th

gr-qc

I use it on a daily base to check preprints. For older papers, I typically use SPIRES.

I use it primarily to get a daily update.

I use the arxiv and SPIRES about equally. Google and Google Scholar are useful but there are 

I use this for knowing:

(1) What is new physics literature?

(2)  Some of the journals are not available to me through my library. This place becomes the 

only place where I can find relevant papers I am interested in.

I use this system for checking latest preprints



I usually need to look at a paper before I know if it's the one that I want to read, and arXiv 

provides immediate access to the full text.

CDS: I don't know anything about it; I've never used it.  Unless--- is this the system I get 

CMS Notes from?

Google: I can find presentations and plots this way, but not papers.

Google Scholar: I haven't had much luck with this.  Has it been set up properly for HEP?

I usually want hep-th papers.

I was the first one I used

It's more easy to follow and track changes, I like SPIRES but

recently it's a nightmare to find something

I work also in Astophysics and the arXiv has a more complete sample of the astrophysical 

I work in the phenomenology of Supersymmetry. All publications

are first put on the arXiv, category hep-ph.  

I work minaly in astrophysics and cosmology, and find it more comprehensive in thos fields.

I'm a subscriber for arXiv e-mail service

I'm interested in only eprint papers, arXiv can provide abstract for each paper directly.

I'm mostly interested in recent documents.

In Japan A service from the group of Elementary Particle (hep) deliver the new preprints which 

In order to keep up to date regarding new development... Every morning my first browsing 

Is the most updated system.

It allows me to keep up-to-date with additions to the literature, including fast-developing 

It appears to be more nearly complete.

It arrives daily in an email.

It contains all preprints of interest in my primary fields of interest (lattice and hep-

It contains all recent papers in my field, whereas the others have extremely limited coverage

It contains all the new papers and all the old ones since 1991.

It contains all the relevant papers in High Energy Physics

(at least in recent years), in an easily searchable format.

It contains almost everything I need.

It contains much and is easy to use.

It contains the most recent preprints in the field of High Energy Physics and close fields. It 

It contains what I look for

it covers both physics and mathematics

It covers various areas in physics not high energy physics alone

It delivers the high energy preprints every week days.

It fits perfectly for our research

It gives a comprehensive overview of new articles in the field

It gives a daily listing of new preprints. Spires is also extremely useful for searching, but in 

it gives new information

It has 90% of the papers I need.

It has all the recent pre-prints in convenient form, and most of the relevant older articles 

It has most of the papers I need to read. Also my library is not adequate.

It has the information earliest

It has the latest information and covers almost the whole HEP and astrophysical fields.

it has the most direct links to papers of interest to me.

It has the most recent papers as well as all the links I need.

It has the most recent physics pubs of interest to me.

It includes preprints

it is a boon for scientists away from a hep library!

It is a good one, and in general I obtain all information I need. However, I implement it with 

It is a large archive with direct access to articles text.

it is complete and efficient



It is convenient

It is convenient and I am used to it.

it is convenient to get the emails, and it is easy to search

It is current

It is easy, fast and reliable.

It is easy, it is always available, and it is complete. The categories or divisions stablished allow 

It is efficent and, at this point, also a radicated custom

It is essentially complete and  has a very low fraction of junk entries.

It is fast, complete, and provides a lot of features.

It is fast, well organised, has a huge collection and is used by perhaps most of the HEP 

It is FAST.

It is free, has access to full pdf and source and contains may preprints

It is good

It is most suitable for my teaching and research activities,

in particular astro-ph

It is mostly habitual for me

It is online, quick and visible to everyone.

It is quickly updated. It is simple.

It is rather up to date and besides has links to other databases such as SPIRES or ADS

It is simple and easy to use.

It is the  most comprehensive article data base and the easiest way to obtain up to date 

It is the best organized system of scientific information in my opinion.

it is the fast and most convenient to use

It is the largest one and the most complete

It is the most commonly linked-to from papers etc. 

it is the most convenitent.

It is the most easily accessible and for me it rather exaustive.

It is the most up-to-date publication record I have found.

It is the most up-to-date system, I believe.

It is the place most likely to have the papers I am looking for.  I also use google quite a lot.

It is the place where, generally, original research is being published first.

It is the quickest and the most efficient one.

It is the system I know better. I find very easy in this way to be kept informed on any news.

It is up to date.

It is usefull for my work.

it is user friendly

it is user friendly.

It is very arranged

It has nice numbering scheme

very easy to use

Lists new papers, recent papers, and papers of the month

It is very complete and well organizes

It is very essential to be able to read abstracts and full texts, not just titles of articles.

It is widely available and good.

It links directly to the full text of the paper I want.

it provides a complete information of current research in my area

it provides access to newest scientific results

It provides convenient access to the daily e-print postings and the entire archive.

it provides daily preprints in areas of ny interest

It provides the latest papers daily

It seems to be the most convenient way to keep an eye on recent publications.

It seems to be the most popular and complete.

It services the most recent paper drafts.



It usually leads me most rapidly to the information I need

It's an exelent possibility to get in touch with the newest HEP ideas and attempts.  For me, it 

It's most convenient to me, since it has the astrophysics information as well.

It's simple and free of any charge.

Its the closest source of information concerning my professional activities; but I also use 

It's the easiest way to follow every day's publications in my area of research

It's the first place new preprints show up

It's the most comprehensive and direct way to new papers.

It's the most convenient for the topics of my interest.

it's the original (for posting preprints on the web)

Its very practical.

It's where  (almost) all new papers are and it's very easy to use.

I've been using it for the longest time.

I've most always used that one

I've subscribed to their feed.

I've included it in my webbrowsers search function.

Keep current with the daily hep-th preprints

Keep up with developing and established trend in particle physics and cosmology

Keeping abreast of current research.

keeping up-to-date with development in field of HEP

Keeping up-to-date with papers in the field

keeps me informed about literature every day

latest papers

latest papers (SPIRES used almost as much)

Latest papers are available, including conference reports.

Also, because I can access papers from home, whereas the published versions are only 

List all new relevant contributions each day.

logon page that allows quick view of new work daily

Look at new preprints

look at papers

look for papers

Look up References, find keys, examine new (and old) publications

Looking at New papers.

looking daily at the list of new submissions

many people refer them in their papers (http links)

More general than SPIRES, up to date. I use spires for

references that pre-date the arXiv. 

more information

most complete with the article files 

most complete, easy.

Most convenient

Most convenient

most convenient -- updated daily

Most convenient and informative.

most convenient for me

Most familiar to me. It has become a habit to start the day with a glance of preprint in a few 

Most immediate to retrieve papers of the day. For searches I prefer SPIRES.

Most of papers now appear in the arXiv, and the versions placed are actually more correct 

most of the paper i need is there. 

Most of the researchers of my laboratory publish in arXiv

Most of the time I look for papers, whether preprint or published.

most papers are easily available. accessing process is easy

Most papers of interest are posted there.  Also I receive a daily email from the arXiv, notifying 



Most papers of interest to me are there

most people quote arXiv URLs

most professional

most recent articles, freely available, searchable

most recent new information

most recent research info

Most relevant content. Admittedly, Google and SPIRES can come up with interesting stuff 

Most up to date

most up to date community

most up to date.

Most up to date. Most specific. Single link gives me new papers of the day.

SPIRES is better for searching though

most updated and claisfied

Most up-to-date articles, ease of use interface to get the most recent articles.

Most up-to-date source

most up-to-date, user-friendly, habit

Mostly, familiarity.   Also, my field is astrophysics, which is well 

represented in arXiv.

My research depends on these systems.

Need to check `new' papers.

new every morning...

new papers

New papers are announced there.

New papers first appear there.

New posts are made to this site.  I check the arxiv every morning to see what is new.

new preprints

new preprints

new results are published (for free) to the whole community

as soon as they are ready. Perfect.

new submissions

New submissions / Recent articles feature.

new/recent article listings

no cost articles (Google the rest find articles in arXiv so cannot be counted)

Normally I want to access a specific paper.

not sure; historically used this one most;

others just tried a couple of times

One can make google searches of it.

Open access, simplicity of use and availability of resources without restriction.

Open sys

Papers are free, and it has a wide range of physics subject.

Papers are published daily there and one can look for a given article easily by the  arXiv 

number. SPIRES is better when the authors and/or exact title are known and GOOGLE is 

perhaps I am just used to use it

preprints

Preprints of my interest are available on a click. 

Preview of recent papers in HEP

Probably because it is the one I know best. I also use spires for old papers, of course.

Quality and rigor of information. 

quick and complete

Quick and convenient 

Quick and easy - local mirror - check every morning



Quick and updated with good citation base. 

quick, efficient access to papers

quick, simple

read  new preprints

Read abstracts. Collect references.

read articles

read morning papers

read new articles daily

read new preprints

Read papers

read updated papers;

convenient to search papers that given archive number;

and most of all, all papers here are free to download.

read, search papers

Reading daily release of new preprints

reading every day new preprints 

reading new articles

References are given to this system.

regular updates

Research in theoretical physics

research

getting the references for papers

staying up to date with paper versions

-RSS Feed

-Easyness to find preprint

RSS feeds of new articles, habit

RSS interface makes it useful to see new articles, fairly comprehensive, provides complete 

Satsfies the desired requirements of survey.

search function, new paper listing

searchable, easily available without a subscription

Searching for specific recent papers that have been posted, or occasionally just browsing.

see new preprints

see new submissions

Seems to be most quick in presentation of new results

simple and efficient

Simple and fast

Simple to watch new/resent pre-prints

Simple, up to date

simpler

simplest and complete

Since I used it since long time ago.

so convenient

Specially to see the last preprints published.

speed and convenience

Spires is great for citesearch, but otherwise I use arxiv because I can quickly read what's new 

tex-based

That was the first website I was introduces by my supervisor. Also searching in ArXiV is easy.



The arXiv has all papers I'm interested in including high energy

and condensed matter physics. I use SPIRES for high-energy

physics papers, in particular because checking citations is easy.

Google Scholar has the advantage to create links to papers that

would otherwise be difficult to come across. The mix of the arXiv,

SPIRES and Google Scholar works quite well, but having all those

features in one unit would be even more convenient.

The convenience of having practically any HEP paper available for free. 

The daily preprints on arXiv are most important to me. Then as a search engine I prefer to use 

the latest information

the most complete 

The newest results are published there.

The papers are  classified  to browse and everyday there are new papers on it.

The papers in arxiv is latest and can be downloaded freely. To read the paper is the most 

The system is convenient and by habit.

The utmost new information.

There are daily posts of new papers. Keeps me updated with

what's going on, research wise.

I also use SPIRES a lot, mostly to hve an idea of the publication record of colleagues.

This is the fastest way to find what interesting new works have been done, and to allow 

colleagues to access my own works as soon as it has been completed. It has almost made 

This is the main archive of daily submitted papers in my field. I use SPIRES as often.

This is the most convenient to check for new papers every day.

This is where the latest papers are put up everyday. 

This seems to me the easiest way to see each days new preprints

this server in very complete and nice and easy to access it.

This system gives a quick answer and access to full article.

this system has no problem for me

through email as a morning routine and to stay inform

through habit

timeliness

timely, scientific, comprehensive.

Titles abstracts sent to me by email, daily.

to "keep up" ... the archives offer a unique spectra of cutting edge research in most areas of 

To access papers and find new information in case I already know what I am searching for (or 

To access papers and to submit preprints.

To access papers on an almost daily basis to keep on top of the field.  Also when looking up 

To access papers, mostly in hep-th.

to access the latest preprints

-to be informed of the new papers

-to get easily a paper I'm looking after

to be kept informed on most recent preprints in different fields

to check every day

to check for newly published articles on a given topic

To check new articles daily

to check new papers

to check new preprints

To check new publications 

To check the most recent measurements/theoretical progresses

To check the new daily postings.

To check the new papers that come out everyday and to download papers to read.



to check the recent literature in my fields of interest

to check the work in the desired research area

to check what is published daily

To consult the daily list of new preprints. For searches for past literature, on the other hand, I 

to download and search fir papers in spires and arxiv

to find new papers

to get papers

To get recent results in my field

to get up dated information

To get up to date information on HEP developments (experimental, phenomo, & theory).

To get updated on latest research.

To keep current with the latest papers.

to keep in touch with current research

to keep myself informed with the newest papers

to keep myself updated with the research in my field of interest.

To keep up with literature in the field

To keep up with the latest related to my own

To look up articles.

To obtain information in a reasonably short amount of tima, even before the peer-review on 

To obtain papers, citations, obtain information on applicants for positions

To obtain the latest preprnits.

To put my papers as soon as they are ready to publication,

and to read other's papers as soon as they are ready

to quickly search the recent literature

To reach the most recent papers.

to read new papers

to read new papers.

To read new preprints

to read new pre-prints

To read papers

To read papers daily or every other day

I use SPIRES almost as much as arXiv

To read papers.

to read preprint

to read some papers

To read the latest accepted papers well before final publication.

To read the latest and most up-to-date papers

To read the latest papers on my subject of interest

To read the new preprints

To read the new publications

To retreive journal articles.

To retrieve papers check for citations (vai the Spirs-arXiv link) etc

To scan the latest preprints on a daily basis.

To see latest papers

To see new articles appearing every day

To see new preprints.

To see the new papers everyday.

to see the papers posted on it

To see what's new

To take the full text of the most recent articles (today's listing)

to view recent papers

tradition, ignorance of other possibilities

Up to date



Up to date.

updated every day

Up-to-date, easy indexing. 

Use daily for scanning titles of new papers

useful + convenient

Vastly more focused than google; more up to date than anything else (after all this is the 

Well constructed, not commercial, many formats available, easy to use

well indexed

well organised, but spires is better for bibtex

Well-organized and complete day-by-day update on HEP preprints.

It is used by almost 100% of our community. 

why not

wide search ability

WIDELY AVAILABLE

widely used

you guess 


